Begin by removing easel assemblies from carton. There are two separate easel assemblies, a material tray and a parts bag containing 3 male knobs and 2 Wood washer/bolts and 2 adjustment mechanisms.

**STEP 1.** Begin by Assembling the lower half of easel by expanding easel assembly (part B), by loosening the [2] knobs found on each side of the lower base [B]. Expand the legs outward along the channel. Tighten all 4 knobs to secure. See FIG 1, FIG 1B and FIG 1C.
STEP 2. Assemble lower easel assembly (part B) to upper easel assembly (part A) by removing the knob, washer and long bolt from wood block as indicated in FIG 2. Once removed you now need to attach both wood hinges found on the upper easel assembly. Secure these wood hinges to the wood block by reinserting the long bolt through one hinge then through the wood block and then continue through the other wood hinge. Secure with washer and knob. See FIG 2B.

STEP 3. Complete assembly of lower easel assembly (part B) to upper easel assembly (part A) by attaching the Wood washers (part E1), bolts (part E2) and adjustment arms (part E3). Start by inserting the bolt and wood washer through the inside left and right channelled sides of the upper easel assembly, through the channel and through the hole in the outer arm of the lower easel assembly. Secure by attaching the Adjustment Arm (part E3) to the bolt (part E2) and Tighten. See FIG 3. Repeat with other side.
STEP 4. Attach one of the Male Knobs (part D) to the rear of the center column by turning it clockwise. See FIG 4. This knob is to allow for height adjustment of the center column which also raise the upper canvas support. When you want to make a height adjustment with the center column, loosen the knob and make the adjustment, then tighten the knob to secure the position of the center column.

STEP 5. Attach Material Tray (part C) to Center Column by sliding it up from the bottom of the channelled center column support frame, making sure the tongue and groove interlock. Secure with a knob (part D). PLEASE NOTE: To move the material tray up or down the center column, first loosen the knob and move the material tray to the desired position. Retighten the knob to secure. See FIG 5.

Double check to make sure all knobs and Adjustment arms are secure. Once complete your Easel is now ready for use.

Enjoy!

IMPORTANT
If you have difficulty assembling your 92-3020 Weber Pompei Studio Easel or need customer service assistance. Please call: Martin Universal Design, Inc. Customer Service Hot Line at 1-313-895-0700.

If you need additional parts, it is not necessary to contact your dealer, our Customer Service Rep. will forward them to you immediately.
The Pompei Studio Easel in the Horizontal position for the ever so popular Watercolor technique. (See photo at left.)

This easel folds into a variety of positions for canvas, watercolor or as a work station.

Overall dimensions 59” high x 24” wide and 29” deep.